
OBITUARIES
A. Treve Holman, O.B.E., J.P.

Mr. A. Treve Holman, O.B.E., J.P., M.I.Mech.E.,
Chairman of Holman Brothers Limited, Camborne,
Cornwall, died suddenly on June 6, 1959, while on a
business visit to Lisbon.

Treve Holman was an industrialist of high attainments
and a practical engineering expert who, from his appren-
ticeship days, prided himself on personal knowledge of
the firm's work from shop-floor level upward.

His company has branches in almost every country in
the world and there can be
few metal-mining camps of
any size where his name
was not familiar.

Mr. Holman's major
interest was in the firm's
research and experimental
department, whose de-
velopment was largely his
achievement. He was a
man of keen inventive
mind, boundless energy,
and with a warm humanity
which made his firm a
family concern in every
sense.
A real Cornishman, he

knew at first hand the tra-
gedy that silicosis has been in his home county, and he be-
lieved that the remedy was an engineer's problem. His de-
sign and development of the "dryductor" rock drill (which
extracts dust dry, at the tool-point, under high vacuum
with low-volume airflow) was his great contribution in
this field; the principle has been applied in foundries and
factories as well as in mines.

His paper on mining, silicosis, and rock removal (Brit.
J. industr. Med., 1947, 4, 1) is a standard work of reference
on the subject.
Holman Brothers' works and experimental quarries

were constantly visited by industrial doctors from all over
the world, and despite a host of professional and public
activities Treve Holman and his staffwere always generous
of their time and their experience. This was a further
valuable contribution, for which many of us who admired
his quality will remember him gratefully.

Lasar Dunner, M.D. (Berlin)
Dr. Lasar Dunner died at Hull on June 6, 1959. He

was born on June 14, 1885, in Cologne, of Jewish parent-
age, and took the M.D. (Berlin) in 1912. Full details of
his career in Germany are not available, but it is known
that he became Medical Director to the Buch-West
Hospital and Physician-in-charge of the department for
lung diseases at the Jewish Hospital in Berlin. He was
obliged to leave Germany in the middle 1930s with the
advent of the Hitler regime and he obtained an appoint-
ment at the Tuberculosis Dispensary in Hull under Dr.
Diamond. With his extensive knowledge of tuberculosis
and other chest diseases, he became a valued member of
the dispensary staff. During the late 1930s, Diamond
began to collect case histories of boiler scalers who
showed evidence of pneumoconiosis, and in consequence
Dunner became interested in industrial chest diseases.
After Diamond's death during a bombing raid, Dunner
took over the investigation, and published a series of
papers on occupational disease of the lungs in boiler
scalers. Subsequently with his colleagues, Hardy,
Hermon, and Bagnall, he took advantage of the wealth of
clinical material in Hull and published papers on lung
disease in workers exposed to the dusts of graphite and
ultramarine, and these were followed by observations on
the effects of sulphur dioxide and fumes of coke fires on
the lungs as well as by studies of dockers who handle
grain and seeds. He also published a paper on iron
fettlers' pneumoconiosis. Apart from these contributions
to industrial medicine, he published well over 100 papers
on clinical and experimental work in chest diseases, and
he was the author of five textbooks in German on such
subjects as the differential diagnosis of lung diseases,
percussion and auscultation (with R. Neumann), syphilis
of the lung, and pulmonary tuberculosis.
Dunner was a man of great energy, with a lively mind

and great personal charm. He came to this country at an
age when he could not adapt himself fully to the English
atmosphere and personalities, so in some respects he
was a lonely figure. He had grea. courage and per-
sistence, and it was entirely due to his efforts that an
industrial chest diseases clinic was set up in Hull with
himself as honorary physician in charge. In this and other
capacities he has served the country of his adoption well.
Dr. Dunner was unmarried.
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